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IEVA’S SMART JEWEL WINS THE AWARD 
IN THE ELECTRO-BEAUTY CATEGORY 

AT THE COSMÉTIQUEMAG OSCARS
The winners of the 30th edition of the Oscars Cosmétiquemag were unveiled 

on Monday, June 3, in front of nearly 600 executives from the beauty industry, 
at the Théâtre de la Madeleine in Paris.

This year, the jury of the Oscars of Cosmétiquemag 2019, composed of 18 professionals from all over 
the beauty industry, was particularly interested in the current trends: quality of execution, storytelling 
and ecology, three strong expectations from the consumers.

Nine categories were represented this year, including «Selective Retailing», in which Twin C by IEVA 
stood out and won the Oscar for Electro Beauty.

«IEVA is a new way of understanding our beauty capital and the world around us. This Oscar is a prestigious 
recognition of the beauty industry for IEVA’s particularly innovative contribution to this community. 
It is a reward to our teams for their dedication to IEVA’s mission and to the service of our customers. »

IEVA is a revolutionary based on a smart jewel : Twin-C which measures the environmental stress to which 
we are exposed throughout the day.

Connected to a mobile application, this elegant object becomes a real life coach who anticipates 
the harmful effects of environmental stress on our beauty capital and protects us from it through preventive 
and personalized recommendations. In addition to the personal benefits provided by the IEVA solution, 
Twin-C, the smart jewel, creates a new community of people committed to preserving our planet 
and its ecosystem.

As an extremely useful accessory, it is particularly handy in its customizable version where the user can 
customize it to its own style as a chic bracelet, sophisticated pendant, trendy bag jewel or refined key ring. 
IEVA also offers a « ready-to-use « version for those who are looking for its convenience, called Twin-C to Go.

Available on www.ieva.io

Les 6 lauréats du BORN Awards seront exposés 

à la Milan Design Week, aux côtés de tous les autres gagnants nationaux 

(Etats-Unis, Royaume-Unis, Espagne, Italie, ...). 

Les gagnants de chaque pays se retrouveront ensuite pour la finale internationale en Octobre 2019 à 

Londres.

www.ieva.io
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